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FROGBOX is a 3D platforming game 
inspired by genre staples Super Mario 64 
and Banjo-Kazooie.

While busy in his post office, Todd the delivery frog has an 
important package stolen by a mysterious figure. He must 
embark on a journey to retrieve the package and successfully 
deliver it or face termination.

Throughout his travels, Todd explores different themed 
zones on his mail route, befriending whacky characters and 
clients along the way. These characters offer advice, quests, 
and clues guiding Todd closer to the lost package.  Gameplay 
features a number of challenges that involve solving puzzles, 
jumping over obstacles, and gathering objects.

1SUMMARY



Todd will have to speak with NPCs he encounters while on his journey, and figure out ways to help 
them. For example, this geode character asks Todd to help piece his shattered son back together. Todd 
will have to find a bottle of glue, and then rearrange the broken gem pieces in order to restore the son. 
The player is rewarded with in-game currency, a clue, or access to further parts of the game.

2GAMEPLAY



Todd must use his specialized jumping abilities to explore worlds, like the BugZone, in 
search of the lost package. Nonlinear level design allows for players to take on challeng-
es, like solving puzzles, platforming, and helping other characters at an organic pace. In 
order to unlock new areas and clues, postage must be collected to continue the search.

3GAMEPLAY



4USER INTERFACE

Frogbox uses minimal UI to offer the player guidance without intruding on gameplay. 
A health bar, and currency counter are in the main overlay. Todd’s inventory system is 
within his box-shaped body - here, he can store a number of items (or even characters) 
of limited size, and retrieve them for later use seamlessly during gameplay.
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5TODD



6TODD





Players travel from one level to another through Todd’s Post Office, which 
acts as the game’s overworld. Mailtubes offer entrance to the zones where 
Todd must gather clues and postage. Proper postage allows the player to 
gain access to more mail tubes, and progress through the game. Like in 
Super Mario 64 and Banjo-Kazooie, Todd can collect postage nonlinearly. 
This offers organic exploration, and encourages the player to revisit worlds 
and characters later on, when more abilities and clues may be available.

8OVERWORLD



9OVERWORLD

Initial post office designs



Floorplan of the post office interior

10OVERWORLD



11BUGWORLD

1. Hollowed, climbable tree, beehive 
2. Tall grass bordering the world
3. Stream, leading to waterfall and pond
4. Anthill, underground colony
5. Mushroom forest
6. Lost shoe-house



12COLLECTIBLES



13COLLECTIBLES

The game features an array of collectible items and interactable objects. Postage stamps are found throughout the game, and 
are used as currency to gain access to different worlds. Quest items like tape and glue are more rare and help with specific 
tasks and characters. Flies function as Todd’s source of health in case he gets hurt. The player enters and exits different zones, 
and can warp through mailboxes. At certain mailboxes, the player may “write a save” by placing a letter in a mailbox. The most 
important item is, of course, the lost package.



14NON- PLAYABLE CHARACTERS



15NON- PLAYABLE CHARACTERS



16NON- PLAYABLE CHARACTERS

Tad modeled by Alex Sussman.
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